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12'-18' PATRIOT GLASS TRUCK BODY
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Strong 1/8 - inch thick 6061
T6 aluminum posts and slats

Integrated horizontal
and vertical rubber padding
runs the length of all
posts and slats

Optional
over-the-cab
metal carrier
with adjustable
cross-bars

Walk-in interior
racking area
maximizes
capacity
Drop-in
composite
tailboard

Front
bulkhead

LED lights
and sealed
wire harness

Optional
E-track

Step-up
bumper
with slip
resistant surface
Thick rubber pads protect
bottom edge of glass
Optional
sign panel
with graphics

Aircraft-grade
Huck® fasteners
are superior to
welds for joining
aluminum

5-inch fully usable glass carrying
ledge with multiple pole settings

Removable wheel skirt for
easier tire changes and
maintenance access
T6-Adjust-A-Poles
with fully-adjustable
rubber triangle cleats

Storage
space
between
inner
and outer
posts

Padded
front stop

MADE IN USA
We’re Here
to Save Your
Glass!

Two rows
of splash
panel

Call: 844-364-4022

Visit: myglasstruck.com

Specifications subject to change
Some optional equipment shown

PATRIOT GLASS TRUCK BODY

Optional over-the-cab metal carrier

Optional sign panel

Optional fold-down tailgate and split
bumper for hitch receiver

Optional E-track cargo control system

Optional rubber floor

Optional integrated tool box

(Adds 57 lbs to overall weight)

Premium: T6-Super-Pole

Standard: T6-Adjust-A-Pole

Supertruck System 2
Scissor-Style
Cleats

Rubber Triangle
Cleats

Cleats adjust
forward/backward and to
any position up or down the pole

Precision cleats adjust
forward/backward and to
any position up or down the pole

Strong aluminum shaft and bolt-on steel top and bottom sections

Strong, Welded Steel
Sub-Frame

Designed
with 3D CAD
System

Custom
designs
available

Strong aluminum shaft and bolt-on steel top and bottom sections

Superior Fabrication
with Huck®
Aircraft-Grade
Mechanical
Fasteners

Nice Rack
Campaign to
Fight Breast
Cancer

Won’t crack like
welded aluminum
or loosen from
vibration

For every glass rack sold we’ll
make a donation benefiting the
Central and South Jersey
affiliate of Susan G. Komen. ®

Call: 844-364-4022
Visit: myglasstruck.com

200 Acorn Road, Glassboro, NJ 08028

FIGHTING
CANCER
ONE RACK
AT A TIME

